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Abstract
We motivate and describe Mnemosyne 1 , a highly
private and reliable distributed storage system built
over a number of untrusted, unreliable block stores.
A client selects the pseudo-random set of block locations used to store a particular file by successive hashing of an initial key value. Resiliency to
collisions is obtained by the use of erasure codes.
The resulting system operates with decentralized
key generation, is resistant to targeted attacks, and
has soft capacity dependent on current load.

uniform, we can expect relatively good load balancing. If the keys are good enough, the set of
resources used by any particular client should be
unpredictable and hence difficult to attack.
Mnemosyne [4] is a spread spectrum storage system which takes advantage of the widespread availability and low cost of network bandwidth and disk
space. The system comprises servers that provide
unreliable block storage, and clients which write
and read blocks to and from the servers. Although
our original motivation for the system was to provide practical steganographic storage, the design
has a number of other benefits.
Firstly, it places all responsibility for higherlevel functionality (such as a filing system) in the
client. Hence each individual user can choose their
own trade-offs in terms of cost, reliability availability and privacy. Secondly, tolerance to collisions effectively provides “soft capacity” – the total amount of data which may be stored in the system is shared automatically between the number of
users. Thirdly, the extremely simple block storage
model lends itself to a commercial deployment in
which charging is done for write transactions rather
than for storage space [5]. In addition to operational simplicity, this approach mitigates against
certain denial of service attacks.
In the remainder of this short paper we first
briefly survey related work, then provide an
overview of how Mnemosyne operates. Finally we
discuss how the principles of Mnemosyne relates to
the wider notion of spread spectrum computing.

1 Introduction
Redundancy in distributed systems is used to provide increased performance and reliability by techniques such as striping and mirroring [1], fast
fail-over [2], and byzantine fault-tolerance [3].
These schemes are oriented toward collections of
machines and devices which are fairly small (a
few hundred machines at most) relative to modern wide-area distributed systems – particularly
‘peer-to-peer’ systems – which may have particpant
nodes numbering in the hundreds of thousands.
In the following we introduce spread spectrum
computing as a new term for an old idea. In spreadspectrum computing a subset of a large number
of distributed resources are selected according to
some keyed pseudo-random process, using redundancy to remove the need to explicitly arbitrate usage between independent users. Although the selection is decentralized, if the candidate set is large
enough and the pseudo-random procedure fairly
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2 Related Work
Several research efforts are building Internet-scale
storage systems [6–9]. In most cases, replication
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to transform blocks of data into 
blocks, any of which suffice to recover the original data. In our prototype, for example, file data is

by default treated as chunks of  blocks and
each chunk transformed into  blocks.
There are clearly trade-offs involved in the choice
of  and : we investigate these in detail in [5].

and/or an erasure code is used over a distributed
hash table scheme such as [10–13]. This results in
self-organising distributed file storage that provides
high availability in the face of node failure or network partition. Other systems have used distribution and self-organisation to provide anonymity of
access and prevent censorship [14–18].
Mnemosyne was originally conceived to be more
in line with this latter class of system, although focusing less on the wide-scale publication of data.
Instead, the system was designed to support the
storage and retrieval of small size, high value information, and where the expectation is that each
piece of information is shared by at most a small
number of users. Indeed, two of our anticipated usage scenarios were private data storage for a single
user, and confidential interpersonal messaging.
Mnemosyne also shares some common ground
with private information retrieval systems [19, 20],
although our focus is on hiding the storage of information rather than its communication.

Encryption:
The dispersed blocks from the previous step are
now encrypted under the user’s key  . The purpose of this is twofold: firstly for security and privacy, but secondly for authenticity. This is necessary since blocks may be overwritten without notice by other users at any time. Hence we need a
mechanism by which a user may determine whether
a block subsequently retrieved from the network is
really the one originally written. We use the AES
algorithm in OCB mode [22] to provide security
and a 16-byte MAC in one step
Location:
Mnemosyne achieves its security properties by
storing encrypted data blocks in pseudo-random
(and, to an adversary, unpredictable) locations in
a large virtual network store, which is then mapped
onto distributed physical storage devices. The locations of the encrypted blocks making up a data
set are determined by a sequence of 256-bit values
obtained by successively hashing (using SHA256)
an initial value ! which depends ultimately on the
filename and the user’s key  .

3 Mnemosyne: Operational Overview
Mnemosyne was designed as a steganographic storage system; that is, a system in which users who
do not have the required key not only are unable
to read the contents of files stored under that key
(as with a conventional encrypting file system), but
furthermore are unable to determine the existence
of files stored under that key.
This leads to an interesting property: since users
cannot know anything about the location of file
blocks stored by other users, it is always possible
for them to unwittingly overwrite them; the existence of a file allocation table or list of in-use
blocks defeats the steganographic properties of the
system. Instead, Mnemosyne uses redundancy in
the form of erasure codes to prevent file data being
lost due to the write activity of other users.
The process by which a user of Mnemosyne
stores a vector of bytes in the system can be broken
down into four phases: dispersal, encryption, location, and distribution, which we describe in turn.

Distribution:
The sequence of 256-bit location identifiers from
the previous step is finally mapped onto physical storage using a peer-to-peer network of storage
nodes, each of which holds a fixed-size physical
block store.
For each block to be stored, both the node identifier and the block offset within the block store are
derived from the corresponding location identifier.
The top 160 bits of this identifier are used to as a
node identifier in a Tapestry [13] network and a randomly selected Tapestry node is asked to route the
block to the “surrogate” node for the 160-bit node
identifier. The next 20 bits of the location id are
then used as a block number in a 1GB block store.

Dispersal:
In the dispersal phase, the data is encoded to make
it robust in the face of block losses. We use Rabin’s
Information Dispersal Algorithm [21] in the field
2

The block store at each peer-to-peer node supports only the following two operations:

A typical file server implements a multi-user file
system, explicitly allocating storage blocks to files
and metadata. The server ensures the consistency
of the file system metadata (including which blocks
belong to which files), keeps storage quotas, and
enforces security by preventing unauthorised users
gaining access to files. Storage-Area Networks
(SANs) and their recent extensions over IP networks present a simpler abstraction of storage: authorised users are now allocated virtual block devices which they manage themselves, an approach
which moves filing system metadata to the client
side of the interface. The SAN provides storage
allocation between users and ensures that unauthorised users cannot write to a given block device.
Mnemosyne stands in stark contrast to these two
schemes: block servers enforce no boundaries between users at all. Indeed, they do not need to know
the identity of a user writing a block to ensure correct operation of the system. The block servers
perform no arbitration whatsoever between users,
clients or requests, other than to serialize read and
write operations to the disks. All mechanisms for
effective sharing of the global storage medium are
dispersed among the clients.
This is what we mean by spread spectrum storage, by analogy with the use of bandwidth in many
wireless communcation systems, including 802.11.
Rendundancy, error correction, and encryption distributed among clients are used in place of explicit
resource arbitration and allocation centralised in
servers.
We feel spread spectrum techniques like
Mnemosyne can be appropriate for very large,
global-scale applications where central abitration
is undesirable for a variety of reasons: scalability,
reliability, and the need for a federation of service
providers with no controlling authority.
Our
current work includes investigating the application
of these principles to other wide-area resource
allocation problems.

putBlock(blockid, data)
getBlock(blockid)


data

Note that the block storage nodes themselves
need perform no authentication, encryption, access checking, or block allocation to ensure correct functioning of the system, though they might
for billing purposes. Indeed, a block store may ignore the above operations entirely: as long as sufficiently many block stores implement the operations
faithfully, users’ data can be recovered.
3.1 Implementation
A working implementation of Mnemosyne for
Linux exists. The client is written in C and C++,
using freely available reference implementations of
SHA-256 and AES-OCB. It provides a commandline interface with operations for key management,
creating and listing directories, and copying files
between Mnemosyne and the Unix file system. A
simple block protocol over UDP is used for communication with block servers. The block server
is implemented in Java and runs on Tapestry [13]
nodes. Performance is plausible: we can copy files
into Mnemosyne at 80 kilobytes per second, and
read them at 160 kilobytes per second. A principal
limiting factor in both cases is our (unoptimised)
   .
implementation of matrices over
In [4] we describe one implementation of a peruser filing system over the data storage and retrieval
procedures described above. The filing system uses
directories and inodes to simplify the management
of keys and initial hash values, and also handles
versioning of files, a necessity since data is never
actually deleted from Mnemosyne, but rather decays over time. As noted earlier, the choice of filing
system and filing system parameters is completely
under the control of the user.
We hope to make the source code for our implementation available in the near future.
4 Discussion
Mnemosyne is an illustrative example of spread
spectrum computing in the area of storage, and
it is instructive to compare it with traditional approaches to remote storage.
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